Add tags to skills

06/07/2016 16:31 - Yannick Warnier

### Description

When managing hundreds of skills, the current hierarchy lacks information to be able to link or search specific skills. Adding tags would allow for the use of a user-defined taxonomy.

Add tags to add to skills (skill creation/edition form) through extra_fields and add a "search by tag" option in the skills management screen.

Also support a "tags" column in the CSV skills import feature.

To use with extra fields, the SKILL_FIELD_TYPE needs to be added to the ExtraField.php entity.

### Associated revisions

Revision 56096966 - 06/07/2016 23:15 - José Loguercio
Added Tag filter to skill management -Refs #8318

Revision 4e783095 - 06/07/2016 23:16 - José Loguercio
Merge pull request #1274 from jloguercio/1.11.x

Revision f46537e3 - 06/07/2016 23:18 - José Loguercio
Minor fix in skill list tpl - Refs #8318

Revision 8f241279 - 06/07/2016 23:21 - José Loguercio
Merge pull request #1275 from jloguercio/1.11.x

Minor fix in skill list tpl - Refs #8318

### History

#1 - 06/07/2016 17:19 - Yannick Warnier
  - Assignee changed from Yannick Warnier to José Loguercio
  - % Done changed from 0 to 50

The feature has been added here: [https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/f2bf214175308a627d420561ed4f114e9ef1e60c](https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/f2bf214175308a627d420561ed4f114e9ef1e60c)

This still lacks a "tag" search box in the main/admin/skill_list.php script (identical to the sessions catalogue).

#2 - 06/07/2016 23:24 - José Loguercio
  - Status changed from Assigned to Needs testing
  - Assignee changed from José Loguercio to Yannick Warnier
  - % Done changed from 50 to 90

Done PR: [https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/1274](https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/1274)

#3 - 13/07/2016 07:19 - Yannick Warnier
  - Status changed from Needs testing to Feature implemented
- Assignee changed from Yannick Warnier to José Loguercio
- % Done changed from 90 to 100

Good for me. Well done!